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Abstract. A Recommender System (RS) is best applied in situations where users
have to decide to choose among a list of usually many options and visits in cul-
tural heritage sites are an example of that. Visitors may also face problems in
finding how to reach their options. This research addresses both problems with
a mobile app consisting of a hybrid context-based RS that suggests personal-
ized visiting routes with the goal to maximize user satisfaction and minimize the
length of the recommended route. Unlike most published RS papers related to
cultural heritage, the system in this research was built for the mobile platform
and its effectiveness was evaluated with actual visitors of a museum. The results
were consistent in indicating the improved system achieved high user satisfac-
tion, with all the recommender attributes average ratings between 4.3 and 4.7
(in a scale of 1 to 5), and accuracy, with a Mean Average Error (MAE) of 0.69.

1. Introduction
Situations in which one has to take a decision considering many options, and sometimes
with very little information, are not rare in our daily lives. Those situations, defined as
Information Overload, are well known to be considered a good context for the application
of Recommender Systems (RSs) [Ricci et al. 2015]. One common information overload
situation is experienced when a person is visiting a cultural heritage site, such as a mu-
seum, since usually there are many attractions to see and a limited time available for the
visit. The visitor may also not know much about what is available on display, especially if
it is his/her first time in the location. Actually, first-time visitors are very common, often
corresponding to the majority of them [Costa et al. 2015].

There are a relevant number of systems presented in the literature with the objec-
tive to improve museums visits, using different techniques. However, few of those works
propose a RS applied to a mobile device and with use of its user context data generation
possibilities, as well as few of them had been tested in an online environment. Most of
them were tested with an offline database or an experimental setting with few users.

This paper presents an app with a Context-Based (CB) recommender system that
aims to better explore the application of that type of RS for cultural heritages in a mobile
platform considering an online experiment. The RS takes user’s GPS location, initial
preferences, time restrictions and his/her history of ratings given to previous visited items
to create a personalized route for the visitor to guide through his most recommended items
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in a path that minimizes the total distance needed to visit them and within a time constraint
defined by the user. The user’s preferences and ratings are processed in a memory-based
collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm based on the k-nearest-neighbors (kNN) approach.

With this system we aimed to answer the question: Is it possible to use modern
distributed technologies together with recommender systems to offer a satisfactory self-
guided experience for visitors in cultural heritage sites? The user satisfaction with the
system and its accuracy were both evaluated in an online experiment in the Parque Cien-
Tec, an open-air museum in São Paulo, with 76 participants. The app was tested several
days with actual museum visitors and after obtaining a ratings database with a reasonable
size, it was used in an offline evaluation with several other implementations of the RS so
that a better combination of parameters could be found. The implementation with the best
results was deployed to the mobile app and tested with 31 new museum visitors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, published work related
to RSs applied to cultural heritage are presented. Section 3 covers some of the main
challenges that RSs have to consider. In Section 4, the proposed RS and its application is
explained in details. Then, in Section 5, the experiment and its results are presented.

2. Related Work
In this section we present some of the papers that applied RSs in locations with a relatively
large number of items. A RS that deals with the problem of lack of semantic relationship
among items was proposed in [Benouaret and Lenne 2015]. A semantic model was built
to produce a knowledge base which is consumed by its Content-Based Filtering (CBF)
method. The final recommendation rating is composed of the weighted sum of the output
values from the CBF recommended and two other, CF and demographic system. Their
weights vary according to the number of items evaluated by the active user. Then a post-
filtering step combines the result with some contextual information. No evaluation was
applied to that system.

The ART recommender [van Hage et al. 2010][Wang et al. 2008] was applied to
the Rijksmuseum museum. The RS, based on the CBF method, used a knowledge base
with information from the museum and the user preferences, location, a graph represent-
ing the museum rooms and the items’ locations in order to produce its recommendations.

In [Wang et al. 2008], the work evaluates in an experiment with 48 participants
which of the semantic relationships among the items are the most useful to be used in
the CBF method. The accuracy levels of the recommendations that were made based on
each relationship were measured and compared among one another. The accuracy metric
defined was obtained by the ratio of the number of items considered relevant to the user
and the total of recommended items the user rated. The relationship among different items
which were created by the same author yielded the best result in terms of accuracy.

Table 1 compares the main features of five different RS papers with our work. All
of them either conducted a controlled experiment to evaluate their proposed RSs or did not
evaluate them in any way. In contrast, our work was evaluated with an online experiment
in a production environment with the participation of a higher number of users, implying
in more reliable results. Also the RS methods, CF and CB, do not require information
about items’ attributes or its relationships in order to start working properly, implying in
less start-up efforts to apply the system on different locations/items, when compared to
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Table 1. Main features in this and other cultural heritage RS papers compared

System Recommender Evaluation Type Num. Users
CienTec Guide CB/CF kNN Online 76
CIDOC-CRM based CF kNN/CBF None N/A
ART Recommender KB/CBF Controlled Experiment 48
SR for groups [Rossi et al. 2016] CF MF Controlled Experiment 29
PGR [Huang et al. 2012] CF/CBF Controlled Experiment 72
PLN [Mathias et al. 2014] CBF Off-line Simulation N/A

the CBF or Knowledge-Based (KB) methods used by most of the other papers.

3. Challenges Involved
A RS applied in a cultural heritage site has several other challenges to deal with besides
the information overload problem, some of the most important which are presented below.

User’s restrictions and needs - Distance/Time: Can limit the number of items a
user is willing to experience; Check not recommended items: Even if the RS recommends
a list of items to be seen, the user could decide to visit other items not included in the list;
Visits in group: Individuals may have very different preferences, what would make it
difficult to make recommendations to be followed by a group. But [Rossi et al. 2016]
tackles this issue by allowing all group members to add their own ratings.

Location’s restrictions and characteristics - Items hours: Some items may not
be available all the time. They could be visited at a specific day of the week or with
specific starting hours, like presentations and other events; Fixed route: Certain places
or a subset of items may have a fixed order of visitation, which reduces the need for a
RS since there are not so many choices to be made by the user but to follow the given
route; Temporary items: Items may be available just once for a specific period, then any
effort to extract their’ features will have a more limited value and ratings given may also
not be useful anymore; Synergy among items: The user’s satisfaction on a particular item
may be heavily impacted by items seen previously. There are proposals to deal with
that [Pavlidis 2019b][Rossi et al. 2016], although not trivial and with additional effort to
gather relationship information.

General RS Challenges - Cold start: It is the difficulty a RS may have to obtain
good coverage or accuracy for recommendations of new users/items [Ricci et al. 2010]
[Pavlidis 2019a] and is related to the lack of information a RS may have over a set of
users/items to provide a recommendation; Large sparse matrices: Caused by the num-
ber of possible relationships among users and items, which usually are mostly empty
[Ricci et al. 2010]. It may result in high memory or processing consumption and reduced
accuracy for items with few user ratings [Fernández 2018]; Processing Performance: It
can be unfeasible to develop RSs that run on devices with slower processors, or to retrain
the system frequently, like, for instance, every time after receiving new feedback.

4. The Recommender System: CienTec Guide App
The proposed RS is a hybrid of context RS with a Collaborative Filtering method. It
implements two types of context RSs [Ricci et al. 2015] [Aggarwal 2016]: Context mod-
eling and post-filtering. The CF method was adapted from an implementation of the java
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Figure 1. RS’s main components (left) and the element types relationships (right)

library1[Guo et al. 2015]. It was configured to use a user-based approach, retrieving the
4 most similar users to the current one with the k-nearest-neighbors algorithm. The users
were compared with one another through the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC).

The RS has two main stages (Fig. 1): Firstly, it generates a list of recommended
items based on the user’s preferences, using CF with contextual modeling. Then it will
apply a post-filtering algorithm to define an efficient route for the user to visit the most
recommended items given his current position and within an informed time limit.

The first stage starts when a user adds a new rating and ends with the calculated
recommended ratings, which indicate the predicted user satisfaction for all the items avail-
able in the database. For that, the RS consumes the ratings history together with the new
rating just given and information requested when the user starts using the app, which are
the context information (user age and user preferences). Those are transformed in at-
tributes to input into the CF algorithm. The user preferences are represented as an interest
level, in a scale of 1 to 5 stars, for several categories related to the place of visit, similarly
to the preferences acquisition proposed in [Cao et al. 2018]. Here the preferences cate-
gories are represented by some sentences that try to better express the concepts related to
the items available at the place. They aim to reduce the cold start problem since the users
have to rate those categories according to his/her preference before starting the route.

The recommendation ratings are then used in the second stage, the context post-
filtering. It checks the max. visit time available (defined by the user) in order to limit
the number of items in the recommendation route so that it will be possible to visit all of
them within the time restriction. That aims to address the time and distance challenges
mentioned in Section 3. The visit route is formed by checking the coordinates of the
items available. Since there are commonly exhibitions with numerous items close to one
another, four categories were defined to better group the items, as shown on Fig. 1. If
a single element is geographically apart from others, it is called an item. If there are
more than one, the elements are grouped in a group item. Each individual element of a
group item is a subitem. The Content items (items, group items and subitems) have a
time variable representing the average time a visitor usually would spend on it. The point
represents the geographic coordinates used by the routing algorithm in the second stage.

The second stage starts by adding any content items manually added by the user
to the list of recommended items (addressing the third challenge mentioned in Section 3).
If there is still time available after subtracting the estimated time needed to visit the items

1https://www.librec.net/
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Figure 2. From left to right: app’s list of recommended items; recommended
route to the next item; group item’s details page; coordinates mapped

already added, it verifies how many, and which specifically, of the most recommended
content items could be added without surpassing the available time. It will also consider
the time needed to move through the route. If it exceeds the time available, the least
recommended item is removed and the process is executed again. The application then
defines the route using a greedy algorithm considering the user’s current location.

The presented RS was developed in an Android app, the CienTec Guide 23, with
the use of backend features from the Firebase services4, and is licensed under the MIT
Licence. Fig. 2 shows some of the app’s main features. It was configured to be used in
an open-air museum of science in São Paulo called Parque CienTec, that has a wide area
and several rooms with fixed expositions with different themes. There were 92 content
elements from the museum added to the RS, which are related to 7 themes. So 7 sentences,
1 for each theme, were defined to try to extract the initial preferences of a new user, as for
example ”What the electricity is and how it works”, which refers to one of the museum’s
main themes (Physics). The rightmost image in Fig. 2 shows all coordinates mapped from
the museum. Some of the items had specific working hours, hence those elements are not
considered by the recommendation algorithm, but the user can still add it in his route if
he wishes so. That addressed the ”items hours” challenge cited in Section 3.

5. Results
The app was used at the Parque CienTec museum from 10/Aug/2019 on Saturdays, until
10/Nov/2019. Overall, 76 users data were analyzed, adding up to 1472 ratings. Right
after entering the museum, most of the visitors on the days mentioned were invited to use
the app, which they installed on their devices. The only explanation given was that they
would need to provide some information (the context information) on the app and they
would be able to visit the places on their own, that means without the need to follow the
fixed order defined by the museum staff. That aimed to address the fixed route problem
explained in Sec. 3. The RS was measured in terms of accuracy and user satisfaction.
For the accuracy, MAE and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metrics were calculated.
For the user satisfaction evaluation, four questions were shown to the user, at the end of
the visit, asking about his satisfaction level regarding his visit, the museum app, the items
recommended to him/her and the recommended route to reach each item.

The experiment was divided in four steps: On the first step, in order to overcome
2https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=flaskoski.rs.smartmuseum
3App’s repository: https://github.com/flaskoski/SmartMuseum
4https://firebase.google.com/
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Table 2. MAE and RMSE results for the proposed RS in the first online evaluation.

Metric Groups of Ratings (Chronological Order) All1-20 31-60 51-75 61-80 81-100 101-113
MAE 0.447 0.946 0.603 0.632 1.064 1.266 0.799
RMSE 0.922 1.338 0.736 0.864 1.317 1.557 1.132

Figure 3. Effect in execution time when increasing the number of routable items
(left chart) and subitems (right chart) in the database

the cold start problem related to new items, 14 museum staff members used the app and
rated the items they knew, adding up to 592 content items ratings registered with 112
context modeling information ratings (initial user data explained on Sec. 4). The second
step consisted on an online evaluation with actual museum visitors, who were recruited
as described in the first paragraph. A total of 31 participants used the app and registered a
total of 330 ratings (113 for content elements and 217 for context modeling). The RS was
configured with a CF kNN user-based method with k=4 and the PCC similarity function.
As presented in the Table 2, the system’s MAE and RMSE found were 0.799 and 1.132.

Regarding the user satisfaction, the average ratings present a very positive percep-
tion of the RS application as whole, especially with the recommendations given to the
users and the routes, which obtained an average of 4.4 and 4.2 (up to 5), respectively. The
lowest result, with 4.0, was the experience in navigating the app itself.

A performance analysis was also carried out to check execution time when in-
creasing the number of ratings, routable items and subitems. Fig. 3 shows the results.
Considering that the application limits by 250 the number of users considered, the max.
number of routable items (not considering subitems) as 300 and that the average number
of ratings given by the users were equal to 14.5, the execution time remains under 1.5 s.

In step 3 different configurations of the RS could be tested with the users ratings
obtained in step 2 by submitting them to an offline evaluation and have their accuracy re-
sults compared. The configurations tested were different in three attributes: CF approach,
user or item-based, k parameter, 3, 4 or 5 nearest neighbors, and similarity function, PCC
or cosine similarity. The first test obtained the MAE and RMSE of each system through
10-fold cross validation using the whole ratings history formed in the previous steps. The
second accuracy test simulated the system’s usage as how it happened in steps 1 and 2,
with the same ratings and order. The configuration CF user-based with k=5 and PCC
function achieved the best accuracy on both tests, with MAE/RMSE of 0.753/0.989 on
the first test and 0.611/0.802 on the second. Hence that configuration was used on step 4.

On step 4 the app was tested with 31 new visitors, who registered a total of 407
ratings, 160 of which were to content elements. The charts in Fig. 4 show the MAE
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Figure 4. MAE (left) and RMSE (middle) results from step 2 and 4, and MAE of
ratings grouped by the position of the rating made by the same user (right).

Figure 5. User satisfaction means obtained in step 2, 4 and overall (left) and the
new museum map created for the application (right).

and RMSE results obtained, in blue, and compared with those of the step 2. The ratings
were sorted chronologically and split in groups of 25. The lines, in general, show an
improvement in accuracy. Their global means were of 0.692 and 0.955 on step 4 for
MAE and RMSE, respectively, against 0.799 and 1.132 on step 2.

The rightmost chart in Fig. 4 shows the accuracy levels, from step 2 and 4, on
chronological order of the ratings. The chart presents, in average, a soft decrease in
the error as more user’s ratings are added to the database. Moreover, the similarity in
accuracy levels of the first content element rating when compared with the others indicate
the context modeling information was effective in dealing with the cold start problem for
new users, since the error in the user’s first ratings was similar to the others.

User satisfaction information was again collected in step 4 and compared with
the results of step 2 (Fig. 5). There were larger variations regarding the app and overall
satisfaction, with even better average ratings than in step 2, with 4.4 and 4.7, respectively.
Besides the improvement in the recommendations, the map of the museum (Google Maps
satellite view) on the app used in step 2 was replaced by a new one created for the app
(left image on Fig. 5), since the satellite view was not very detailed on the place’s paths.

6. Conclusions
There were several different papers proposing alternatives for applying recommender sys-
tems in the cultural heritage domain. A subgroup of them applied mobile devices’ features
in order to get user context information or simply for a better user experience. However,
very few of them applied and evaluated them in a production environment.

In this paper a mobile app applying a hybrid RS was developed and evaluated in
an online setting to verify if the use of modern distributed technologies with RSs would
improve the experience of self-guided visits in cultural heritage sites. Considering the
overall user satisfaction averages obtained in the first and second online evaluation (Fig.
5), we concluded that to be true. The research also tested several configurations of the
RS and the one with best accuracy was used in the second online evaluation. The results
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evidenced the context modeling information was effective to remove the cold start for new
users, since the MAE for the users’ first ratings was very similar to the global MAE.
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